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Many languages have different types of verbal derivation that affect the number of verb arguments and/or 
the typology of their coding. Typically, the number of core arguments may either decrease or increase; 
alternatively, a change occurs in the semantic role of one or more arguments, but not in valency. In the 
present paper, we address these types of verbal derivation, in Ancient Greek and Latin and, specifically, 
focus on the applicative and causative constructions. Typically, in the so-called “causative alternation”, the 
argument in the A function, that corresponds to the syntactic subject of the causative construction, 
becomes ∅ in the so-called “inchoative construction” (Haspelmath 1993); whereas, the argument in the O 
function, that corresponds to the direct object of the causative construction, takes the S function and 
becomes the syntactic subject of the inchoative construction: “the sun melted the snow” vs. “the snow 
melted”. In the “applicative alternation”, S (intransitive subject) becomes A (transitive subject), in the 
applicative construction, and a peripheral argument is taken into the core and bear the O (transitive object) 
role (Dixon & Aikhenvald 2000): e.g., Italian Maria piange per la morte di Mario “Maria is weeping for 
Mario’s death” (in which the verb has valency #1 and “Mario’s death” takes oblique case marking) vs. Maria 
piange la morte di Mario “id.” (in which the verb has valency #2 and “Mario’s death” is the direct object). In 
previous studies, applicative has never (or very little) been investigated in Indo-European languages and, 
especially, Classical languages. In addition, the relationship between applicative and causative has not yet 
been addressed. In the present paper, we investigate the strategies to encode the applicative category in 
Ancient Greek and Latin, and discuss the relationship between applicative and causative, from a historical 
and typological perspective. We show that verbal prefixation represents a strategy to encode categories 
such as applicative and causative, by operating on verbal actionality and valency and by affecting the 
semantic role of verb arguments (cf. Romagno 2003, 2004, 2008). Moreover, we provide evidence that 
applicative and causative can be defined by identical parameters, that are manifested in different degrees
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	History of linguistics & its Significance
	Abstract ID: 322
	Global Saussure: A world survey of translations of the Cours de Linguistique Générale
	Following on from the pioneering translation survey in De Mauro´s edition of Saussure´s Cours de Linguistique Génerale (CLG) of 1972 - which by then had been translated 14 times, into 12 different languages - I should like to present to ICL-20 the fin...
	To this end, my presentation and discussion will focus on the following five domains of inquiry:
	(i) the historical dissemination and global reach of CLG, resulting from three successive waves of translation;
	(ii) the languages into which CLG has been translated (or not - and why), together with questions about access and availability, e.g. in digital form;
	(iii) translation options, standards and strategies for handling Saussure´s French terminology, examples, metaphors and conceptual dichotomies in the target language;
	(iv) knowledge transfer (including misunderstandings) in the intellectual and
	professional innovations which Saussure’s ideas triggered in our discipline; and
	(v) the continuing relevance of his work, and the contribution which studying these CLG translations can make to the further development not just of Saussure studies, but in particular to general linguistics as a discipline.
	Abstract ID: 429

	From ambiguity to criticism and back again: The concept of ‘dialect’ in (early) modern linguistic thought (ca. 1500–1900)
	The concept of ‘dialect’ has a long and complex history (see Van Rooy 2017). Although it reaches back to Greek antiquity, it was early modern scholarship that laid the foundation of the diversely interpreted modern concept. In this paper, I want to ex...
	Abstract ID: 66

	The great subject-predicate debate and how Albert Sechehaye dealt with it
	The Genevan linguist Albert Sechehaye (1870-1946) is known mainly as one of the editors of Saussure's Cours de Linguistique Générale (1916). That he was a great theoretician of language who foresaw many 20th-century developments in linguistic theory, ...
	Abstract ID: 29

	The field theory: Main ideas and new approaches
	The origin of the field theory dates back to the 1930s. The term ‘field’ means a certain group of linguistic elements that exhibit relations and interdependence between each other. Initially, it was used only for the analysis and description of struct...
	The CPF approach combines ideas both from the lexical field theory and from the prototype theory. From the lexical field theory comes the idea that utterances, similarly to words in Trier’s theory, can be united into a field on the basis of one common...
	The field approach proves to be a convenient means for comparative analysis of multilevel phenomena in different languages yielding illustrative results.
	Abstract ID: 613

	Can phonology benefit from glossematics? – reconsidering phonotactics and prosody
	The direct influence of glossematics – created by the Danish linguists Louis Hjelmslev (1899-1965) and Hans Jørgen Uldall (1907-1957) and discussed in the Cercle Linguistique de Copenhague (CLC) – seems small within phonology, but I shall claim that t...
	Abstract ID: 538

	The invention of grammatical categories: Evidence from the history of the ‘pronoun’
	The ‘parts of speech’s' inventory in the European tradition was already completed at the time of the Alexandrian grammar and it is not easy to find what the evolution (the progress?) has been until now. Evolution does exist, as regards integration of ...
	Abstract ID: 146

	‘The Matthew effect’ in the history of linguistics: The first grammars of Konkani
	In 1968, Robert Merton (1910–2003) coined the term ‘the Matthew effect,’ based on the Parable of the Talents (Gospel of Matthew 13:12; 25:29), to describe how eminent scientists have accumulated advantage, gaining more credits than lesser known resear...
	Abstract ID: 765

	The work of Jan Czekanowski and the history of statistical approaches to language classification
	Jan Czekanowski (1882-1965), professor of Anthropology in Lwów, was a pioneer in the use of statistics in anthropology and comparative linguistics. In his 1927 work "The Introduction to the History of the Slavic peoples" (published in Polish in Lwów) ...
	Abstract ID: 335

	Hjelmslev as a “forerunner” of the semantic map method in linguistic typology
	In his influential "Prolegomena of a Theory of Language" ([1943] 1961: 53–54) Hjelmslev used graphic representations to visualize the cross-linguistic differences as regards the designations of lexemes. These representations appear in a section that d...
	In this talk, we compare Hjelmslev’s approach to a modern method in linguistic typology, the semantic map model (Haspelmath 1997, 2003; Cysouw et al. 2010; van der Auwera 2013), which crucially also resorts to visual representations. While practitione...
	We demonstrate how Hjelmslev’s perspective could be implemented in the semantic map method (see François 2008), so that the analytical primitives would not be posited in advance, but would receive principled definitions. In doing so, we show how Hjelm...
	Abstract ID: 115

	Dynamically diagnosing concepts: A role for the history of linguistics?
	Having as its aim the analysis of the emergence and evolution of different theorizations of language, the history of linguistics bears a particular interest regarding the study of the concepts that underlie these theoretical approaches. Thus a part of...
	The purpose of this presentation will be to argue that one of the roles of the history of linguistics is to carry out a dynamic diagnosis of the definitional content of concepts by analyzing their development from a diachronic and transdisciplinary po...
	Abstract ID: 90

	Early transformational-generative grammar: The European connection
	For over twenty years after the publication of Noam Chomsky’s Syntactic Structures in 1957, the great majority of those working in transformational-generative grammar (TGG) were based in the United States, with only a small number of Europeans develop...
	As a first point, the field of linguistics was much more organized along ‘national’ lines in the 1950s and 1960s than it is today. Terms like ‘American linguistics’, ‘Danish linguistics’, etc. were more than geographical descriptions: they characteriz...
	Nevertheless, the developers of TGG tried from the very beginning to broaden their base. For example, Chomsky, Morris Halle, and Robert B. Lees published early articles in French, Russian, Turkish, Hebrew, and Japanese. In the 1960s, the MIT departmen...
	Abstract ID: 93

	Essentialism in nineteenth- and twentieth-century linguistics
	In stark contrast to the development of linguistic research during the nineteenth century, the Cours de Linguistique Générale promotes a primacy of synchronic linguistics and introduces the idea of ‘language’ as an abstract concept (langue) next to th...
	My main research question is: which discursive and ideological traits enabled the rather drastic turn which the publication of the Cours caused? I will argue that the nineteenth century witnessed a competition between two largely incompatible conceptu...
	On a more abstract level, I will argue that a number of problems still currently facing linguistics are consequences of essentialist thinking rather than the results of observation. Thus, deconstructing the ideological and discursive foundations which...


	Hostility in language: Other perspectives on multilingualism
	Abstract ID: 288
	Sexy banana - Artifacts of gendered language in tourism
	Mass tourism and its language often come along with souvenirs and their special selling techniques. On the Spanish island of Mallorca, at El Arenal’s beach, tourists from Western Europe meet with immigrants mostly from Senegal, Nigeria and India. Most...
	Abstract ID: 180

	Silence: Passive aggression, symbolic violence and impoliteness
	Silence is not the absence of language, but a very salient part of it. This paper focuses on practices of silence showing hostility to people considered being vulnerable; those who are thought of as not being capable of defending themselves, considere...
	Abstract ID: 248

	Gender inequality and hostility to women in West (Anglophone) Cameroon
	Gender classification generally refers to the organization of individuals in a society based on their gender. Gender inequality refers to unequal treatment or perceptions of individuals based on their gender. Women are often marginalized and face host...
	Abstract ID: 57

	Hostility / hospitality: language on t-shirts
	Motto t-shirts are among the most commonly purchased items at mass tourism sites. Like other seemingly banal objects, such as cups, plates and stickers, on which emblematic motifs and language (toponyms, swear words, greetings, fragments from songs et...
	Abstract ID: 198

	The darker side of translanguaging: Coasti Slang, othering and inequalities in the Kenyan sex tourism sector
	Coasti Slang is a language practice used among so-called “beach boys” along the Kenyan coast in the sex tourism sector (Nassenstein 2016). Having emerged in the boom of Kenyan mass tourism in the late 80s or early 90s, Coasti Slang constitutes a fluid...
	A coastal sex worker with a broad repertoire (having mastered numerous tourist languages) in Mombasa may therefore also represent a painful learning process through experiences of degradation, hostility and shame. Likewise, the abundance of German sig...
	Abstract ID: 214

	The philosophy of ‘hakuna matata’
	Hakuna Matata is a catchphrase that originated in the 1970s as a reaction by the Kenyan government to turmoil in the bordering countries, reassuring refugees and others  that Kenya was a safe country (Bruner 2001: 892). When the Kenyan music band ‘The...
	The 1994 Walt Disney production The Lion King turned hakuna matata into a phrase known and used worldwide and furthermore into a globally accepted philosophy, the lyrics being:
	Hakuna Matata
	What a wonderful place
	Hakuna Matata
	Ain’t no passing craze
	It means no worries
	for the rest of your days
	it’s our problem-free philosophy
	Hakuna Matata
	The use of hakuna matata as a label for hotels and bars all around the globe, as an artwork for tattoos, as a mode of expressing ‘easy living’ in music and in many other domains has imposed a picture of Africa that does not reflect reality. The ‘philo...


	How is this even coherent?" - Researching the dynamics of discourse in a globalised, digitalised world
	Abstract ID: 686
	On the dynamics of discussions in science blogs: What is “good science”?
	Science blogging developed an increasing acceptance in both the academic and in the lay environment in the last few years. It is often seen in an idealistic way as a valuable instrument to “bridge the gap” (Batts, Anthis and Smith 2008) between the sc...
	In contrast to this estimation, only few studies focus on the actual interaction between blog authors and their public (cf. Shanahan 2011, Luzón 2012, Wenninger 2016). Many science bloggers wish to discuss their blogposts and regard them as an invitat...
	Our talk focuses on such forms of interaction between expert bloggers and (lay) commenters. By using methods of conversational and argumentation analysis in a corpus of science blogs, we aim to identify explicit and implicit communicative strategies s...
	Abstract ID: 216

	“It is important and significant; es esencial”: A contrastive study of attitude markers in engineering research articles
	Attitude devices point out the stance of writers towards readers and act as interactional resources involving them in the development of discourse. The hypothesis of this paper is that writers with the same academic background, i.e. engineering, use a...
	Abstract ID: 763

	Pragmatic corpus analysis
	The paper presents a methodology for an empirical analysis of spoken discourse that combines quantitative and qualitative research. Examples of the data are taken from a bilingual Turkish-German corpus of spoken child language, a corpus of health care...
	Abstract ID: 151

	Corporate e-releases from international energy companies: Not such global discourse?
	This study analyses the variations in the use of interpersonal metadiscourse resources (Hyland, 2005) in English-language e-releases of international energy companies based in different European countries (UK, Spain and Poland). Recent research on cor...
	Abstract ID: 170

	Motivational talks from a cross-linguistic perspective: Cultural variations and communicative effectiveness
	From the linguistic point of view, globalization has given rise to standardization and homogenization of spoken and written discourse but at the same time, the value of diversity as an important factor in improving cross-cultural communicative abiliti...
	The aim of this paper is to study the variations in the use of persuasive strategies in business motivational talks in Europe, a field that has not been researched to the best of my knowledge. Examples of oral presentations delivered by well-known mot...


	Ideophones in the Language Sciences
	Abstract ID: 712
	Ideophones as linguistic “rebels” – evidence from Xhosa
	This paper contributes to the study of structural distinctiveness of ideophones. By analyzing the response of 1,984 Xhosa ideophones to the so-called “exotic” phonological, morphological and syntactic properties, which tend to structurally distinguish...
	With respect to morphology, most ideophones are roots. They never bear inflectional or derivational markers typical of Xhosa. Nevertheless, ideophones use reduplicative patterns; in fact, to a significantly greater extent than other lexical classes. T...
	In syntax, although their a-syntagmatic use is possible (e.g. as extra-clausal entities or autonomous utterances), ideophones are typically well-integrated in the clause, entering in various syntactic relationships with its other elements. Crucially, ...
	Abstract ID: 870

	Ideophonic modifiers and the limits of mimesis
	Based on a case study of Wolof (Niger Congo; Atlantic), I explore the division of labor between mimesis and speaker-oriented expressivity in ideophonic depictions. Wolof ideophones fall into three types. Type 1 are grammatically non-integrated signs e...
	Type 1 example: ne karaas-karaas (conveys shuffling of feet)
	Type 2: example: dagg fatiit / ne fatiit (conveys cutting in one knife stroke)
	Type 3: nuul kuuk ‘jet black’, tang jer ‘extremely hot’
	Much prior work has concluded that depiction---the analogical mode of meaning representation---is central to the lexical semantics of ideophones. Like direct quotations, Type 1-2 ideophones traffic in motorsensory analogy between aspects of the refere...
	Abstract ID: 792

	Iconic words, polymorphic morphemes, ideophones and arbitrary signs
	The idea that Saussure’s arbitrariness of (minimal) signs makes it necessary for linguists to axiomatize the non-iconicity of words has long been taken for granted, and has provided hostile settings for any claim that form and meaning could be intertw...
	I shall first illustrate how apparently autonomous words/roots can be shown to be polymorphs of non-categorial morphemes encoding non-referential meaning. I shall show notably that combining permutations (form/morph, lock/close, etc.) with expansions ...
	- the aud/od/do/ot/not/ton morphemic complex, to which words such as audition, melody/prosody, otitis, note, tone, tonal, Fr. ton, the note, do and many others all belong;
	- the rot/rod/tor/tour/torn/turn/round morphemic complex, to which words such rotation, torsion, tour, turn, tornado, and many others all belong;
	- the ru/ur morphemic complex, to which words such as rush, run, urgent, urge, hurry and many others all belong.
	I shall then show that ideophones routinely belong to such morphemic clusters, as can be illustrated by the bla bla/habl-ar relationship in Spanish, and hence that words such as glouglou, hop, dong etc. are polymorphs of non-ideophonic words, with a u...
	I shall finally show that the alternative existence of right and left expansions allow words sharing a morpheme to be undetectable by any left/right decomposition procedure, and only detectable through inside/out procedures.
	Abstract ID: 286

	Onomatopoeic silence
	Onomatopoeia constitutes the prototypical verbal image. Tsur (2001) contends that “A sound imitation is perceived as an equivalent of the imitated reality if the target semiotic system is sufficiently finegrained in the relevant respects; and the most...
	Abstract ID: 443

	Ideophones in narrow Grassfields languages
	The study of ideophones, that is, marked words that depict sensory imagery (Dingemanse 2012) has not been the focus of research in Grassfields Bantu languages of Northwest Cameroon. This study sets out to identify and describe this word class in this ...
	Abstract ID: 847

	Sensory clustering in Pastaza Quichua ideophones
	Ideophones are sound-imitative words that simulate senses, perceptions, and emotions. Although African and Asian languages are best known for their extensive ideophonic vocabularies, “every major continent has languages with large inventories of ideop...
	Abstract ID: 643

	Systematicity and synesthesia of ideophones in Korean
	Most languages seem to have ideophones to describe the sound or shape of an object, even though the size of the inventory varies across languages. Equipped with very large members in the paradigm, Korean represents the languages at the extreme of this...
	Abstract ID: 510

	Phonetics in Bantu ideophones
	Interesting and understudied topics related to vowels in Bantu are ideophones and onomatopoeia. Ideophones frequently involve segments that are absent in the inventories associated with the non-ideophonic words in a language (Fortune 1962). However, v...
	References
	Doke, C.M., 1927. A study in Lamba phonetics. Bantu studies 3(1). 5-47.
	Fortune, G. 1962. Ideophones in Shona: an inaugural lecture given in the University College of Rhodesia and Nyasaland on 28 April 1961. London / New York: Oxford University Press.
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	What makes ideophones iconic? Reverse engineering iconic associations in 200+ experimentally vetted ideophones from five languages
	Most experimental approaches to sound symbolism or iconicity in speech have used pseudowords with strikingly little diversity in form and meaning, from Sapir’s mil and mal for size to Köhler’s maluma and takete (and later, bouba and kiki) for one aspe...


	Keeping up Khoisan
	Abstract ID: 677
	Allomorphs of the juncture morpheme in Tjwao
	The present paper contributes to the understanding of the verbal system of a highly endangered and under-described Khoe variety – Tjwao. Tjwao belongs to the Eastern Kalahari Khoe branch of the Khoe-Kwadi family, one of the three so-called “Khoisan” l...
	In this talk, I present an analysis of various allomorphs of the juncture morpheme in Tjwao.  The juncture is a grammatical formative of the Kalahari sub-branch of the Khoe family. It joins a lexical verb root to a grammatical suffix or to other verb ...
	Vossen (2010:48) notes that the juncture /a/ occurs in all Kalahari Khoe varieties, and is expressed by several allomorphs which vary to some extent between varieties.  Moreover, studies of other Kalahari Khoe languages (cf. Kohler, 1971) such as Khwe...
	Abstract ID: 507

	Negation in Northwestern !Xuun
	This paper aims at giving a preliminary description and typological assessment of the expression of negation in the Northwestern ǃXuun dialects of Ju (Kx’a family), based on published sources (Lloyd field notes 1879-1882; Vedder 1991/1911; Heikkinen 1...
	One of the main features of negation in NC ǃXuun is its modal split: negation is not expressed in the same way in modal vs. non-modal contexts. Such a split is reminiscent of other languages, notably Ancient Greek (Willmott 2009, and ref. therein). In...
	The marker ǀóá is never used in modal contexts. Additionally, contrary to other languages like Ancient Greek, there is no unique negative marker, but different strategies are used in different contexts. The imperative negative (or prohibitive, cf. v...
	Conclusions:
	The expression of negation is interestingly not identical in all Northwestern dialects: different dialects, including within the same dialectal group, do not use exactly the same strategies in negative modal contexts.
	Aspects of the expression of negation in Northwestern ǃXuun correspond to well-known and well-attested types, in particular the sensitivity to modality, and the expression of the prohibitive (“normal imperative + special negative” strategy, attested i...
	However, contrary to other languages like Ancient Greek, the functional modal split does not correspond to a clear morphological split since negation in different modal contexts is conveyed through different means, making Northwestern ǃXuun (and presu...
	Abstract ID: 898

	Keeping up Khoisan: some critical thoughts
	The term ‘Khoisan’ has a long but inconsistent and volatile history. Since Leonard Schultze first coined it as a collective category in 1928, the use of the term has been met with resistance, not only among academics or historians, but also among the ...
	The South African San Institute (SASI) was recently asked what unites the San as a collective. The answer to this question is complex because the San comprise different and diverse groups, who refer to themselves respectively as #Khomani, !Xun and Khw...
	While accepting that ‘Khoisan’ may refer to a set of language families that have in common linguistic features, the authors oppose the notion of “reaffirming the term ‘Khoisan’” and redefining it to the broader public as an appropriate term of conveni...
	Based on SASI’s, the San Council of South Africa’s and different Communal Property Associations’ long-term fieldwork experience with three San communities in South Africa, it is clear that they do not identify themselves as Khoisan; however they have ...
	References
	Bernard, H.R., & Gravlee, C.C. (eds.), 2014. Handbook of methods in cultural anthropology. Rowman & Littlefield.
	Geertz, C., 1973. The interpretation of cultures (Vol. 5019). Basic books.
	Said, E., 1978. Orientalism: Western representations of the Orient. New York: Pantheon.
	Schlebusch, C., 2010. Issues raised by use of ethnic-group names in genome study. Nature, 464(7288): 487-487.
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	The Cua Khoisan language of Botswana: Resilience or a longer road to language loss?
	The Cua language, a Khoisan speech community that belongs to the Central Khoe Languages, is spoken in the south-western parts of the Central District (at Kodibeleng, and the Western Sand Veldt), and the western and north-eastern part of the Kweneng Di...
	Abstract ID: 669

	Semantics and pragmatics of possession in ǂKxʼaoǁʼae & Juǀʼhoan
	Possession can be defined as “the linguistic expression of the relation between two entities, a Possessor and a Possessum, such that one, the Possessor, is seen as being in some way related to the other, the Possessum, as having it near or controlling...
	In this talk I describe the domain of possession in ǂKxʼaoǁʼae and Juǀʼhoan, two south-eastern varieties of the Ju language (aka !Xun). After illustrating the different formal strategies for encoding possession, as well as the distribution of construc...
	References
	Baron, Irène, Michael Herslund, & Finn Sørensen (eds). 2001. Dimensions of Possession. Amsterdam: John Benjamins.
	Nichols, Joanna. 1988. On alienable and inalienable possession, in In Honour of Mary Haas – From the Haas Festival Conference on Native American Linguistics, Shipley, W. (ed). Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter. 557-609.


	Particles in Bantu
	Abstract ID: 215
	Person(ified) Proper Name (P.Pr.N) focus = à marker in Nuasúɛ A60A
	In Bantu languages, the expression of focus by morphological means is widespread. This is most commonly achieved through the use of affixes and particles (Nurse, 2006) associated either with a verb, a non-verbal constituent or another grammatical cate...
	The enclitic |=à|, which undergoes vowel harmony from the proper name’s radical vowel, marks both assertive and contrastive focus in two quite distinct contexts. In non-narrative tenses, the re-introduction of a participant by a proper name in object...
	(1) Símùn kòyòsòn Yésúsè pùkétí̯
	Simon kà-yòːsòn Yésus=à          pù-kétí̯
	Simon   F2-look at Jesus=FOC 14-smallness
	‘Simon will look at Jesus a little bit.’
	(2) Símùnè wàsáŋʊ̀nà Yésús kɪ̀yɔ̀ŋ kɪ́tátʊ̯́
	Símùn  =à     ʊ-    à-   sáŋʊ̀nà Yésús  kɪ̀-yɔ̀ŋ kɪ́-tátʊ̯́
	Simon=FOC 1SM-Nara- deny Jesus  7- time 7-three
	‘Simon denied Jesus thrice.’
	Abstract ID: 706

	The contracted demonstrative as a topic-marking particle in Kimakunduchi
	In this paper, I demonstrate that the contracted demonstrative functions as a topic marker (TM) in the Kimakunduchi (Kikae) dialect of Swahili.
	In Kimakunduchi, contracted forms (CF) of the proximal and medial demonstrative exist alongside the uncontracted forms (UF). In (1), the CFs occur after the predicates like a particle agreeing with the preverbal NPs, while the UFs modify the subject n...
	(1) a. m̩tʰu yuno ka-ja=yu (person DEM.PROX.cl1 3SG.SM-come.PFV=DEM.PROX.cl1) ‘This man came.’
	b. m̩tʰu uyo ka-ja=yo (person DEM.MED.cl1 3SG.SM-come.PFV=DEM.MED.cl1) ‘That man came.’
	While their morphological and syntactic characteristics as shown above are described (Racine-Issa 2002: 59, 62), the CF’s function remains unclear. I propose that the CF and UF differ functionally based on their syntactic properties, namely that the C...
	In most examples, the CF agrees with the preverbal constituent regardless of that constituent’s syntactic status, and the preverbal position is assumed to host the topic constituent in Kimakunduchi as it is also accepted regarding other Bantu language...
	The CF cannot agree with the subject of ‘event-reporting sentences’ (Lambrecht 1994: 137), the subject of which cannot be a topic constituent.
	The CF cannot agree with noun phrases quantified by kila ‘every’. As observed by Lambrecht (1994: 156), non-referring expressions such as universal quantification cannot be topic constituents.
	The subject marker (SM) is also sometimes analyzed as a TM because it agrees with the topic constituent in the inverted construction (cf. Morimoto 2006). While the inverted construction also exists in Kimakunduchi, only inanimate patients and locative...
	Abstract ID: 477

	Exclusive focus sensitive particles in Herero (Bantu R31)
	Herero, a Bantu language spoken in Namibia and Botswana, has three exclusive focus sensitive particles (EFSP), namely, úrirí, porwé, and eríke. This paper discusses the differences of their behaviour and scope. The main claims are:
	1. None of the EFSPs can co-occur with the subject NP in SVO. (1)
	2. All of the EFSPs can co-occur with a VP, but the scope differs depending on the particle. (2)
	3. These EFSPs encode two different levels of exclusivity – strict and moderate. (3),(4)
	When these particles appear with subject NP, it has to be a cleft sentence.
	(1) a.*Ozo-mítirí porwé/úrirí/azé-eríke  zá-pundire.
	10-teachers  EXCL/EXCL/10-EXCL SM10.PST-dance
	‘Only teachers danced.’
	b.  Ózó-mítirí               porwé/úrirí/azé-eríke  ondá-pundire.
	COP.10-teachrs EXCL/EXCL/10-EXCL RM10.SM10.PST-dance
	'It's only teachers who danced.'
	When these particles appear after VP, their possible scopes differ.
	(2) Mbi-ryá   oví-hápe      porwé/úrirí/avé-eríke.
	SM1SG-EAT 8-FRUITS   EXCL/EXCL/8-EXCL
	'I am doing only EATING FRUITS.'  porwé:Yes/ úrirí:Yes/ eríke:No
	'I am only EATING fruits.'                 porwé:No/ úrirí:Yes/ eríke:No
	'I am eating only FRUITS.'                    porwé:Yes/ úrirí: Yes/ eríke:Yes
	Because eríke agrees with the noun, it can modify only nouns. Porwé and úrirí can modify both nouns and verbs. However, their scopes are different, as shown in (2). Moreover, differences in levels of exclusivity can also be observed between the forms....
	A similar distinction can be seen in the case of modifying the verb. Porwé strictly excludes the action/event, while on the other hand the exclusiveness of úrirí is more moderate and it could possibly include other marginal actions/events. Therefore ú...
	(3) Owo  ká-vá- zíkire úrirí/porwé, vá-kóhére    nóho.
	3PL  NEG-SM3PL.PST-cook EXCL  SM3PL.PST-wash also
	'They didn't only cooking, but also washing.'
	(4)  Káko, má-tú-sérékáréré úrirí/??porwé.
	No.     PRG-SM1PL-chat              EXCL/EXCL
	{as the answer for "Are you studying?} 'No, we are only  chatting.'
	Abstract ID: 430

	Question and response particles in Bamileke Medumba
	In this talk, we establish: (1) that there are at least seven ways to ask a polar question in Medumba, (2) that there are two ways to affirmatively respond to these questions, and (3) that these strategies serve as a window to the speaker’s epistemic ...
	We show that polar questions establish a relation between the propositional content and the speaker’s attitude (Asher & Reese 2007; Van Rooy & Šafářová 2003; Sudo 2013). They establish whether p is in the speaker’s set of beliefs and once established,...
	With regard to response particles, we show that there are two ways to affirmatively respond to polar questions. The particles ŋ́ŋ̀ or ŋ̀ŋ́ŋ̀ are used as answers. As to whether these response particles differ from each other, we show that while ŋ́ŋ̀ is...
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	Abstract ID: 65

	Additive particles in Bantu
	Additive particles (glossed 'also, as well') indicate that the element that they modify is to be added to a previously mentioned or presupposed linguistic unit of equivalent syntactic status, thereby making explicit some similarity between two or more...
	In a number of zone JE languages in north west Tanzania, additive particles are formed by prefixing a pronominal agreement marker to a specifier meaning ‘all’.
	(1) Abhaanu   bha-ri-ga         bha-ta-ri-wo           na       esemwene        a-ta-ri-wo
	2.person    3P-COP-HAB   3P-NEG-COP-LOC  CONJ  father.POS.3S   3S-NEG-COP-LOC
	waamuwaabho    w-oone   a-ta-ri-wo.
	relation.POS.3S    3S-all       3S-NEG-COP-LOC
	‘People weren’t there, and his father wasn’t there, his relative also wasn’t there.’ (Kwaya, Odom 2015: 19)
	In Jita (JE25) this has developed into a morphologically simple form, wone, that is used for all persons and noun classes.
	A more widespread construction, consisting of a conjunctive/comitative marker cliticized to a pronominal ‘referential’ marker is found in Bantu languages throughout eastern and southern Africa.
	(2) uwe   u-na-phiya   ujeni=ni,          ku-manya         mutu        na=o         hiko     ta-a-ku-manya
	2S       2S-PRES-go  abroad=LOC  2S.NEG-know   1.person  CONJ=3P  there   NEG-3P-2S-know
	‘You are going abroad, you do not know anyone and they also there they do not know you’ (Digo, Nicolle   2002: 143)
	In certain languages in southern Tanzania, including Malila (M24), Ndali (M301) and Vwanji (G66), this type of additive particle is restricted to first and second person reference. For other persons and noun classes, a pronominal agreement marker is p...
	(3) Khabhɨlɨ   ɨ-n-sama        zi-ope    zyá-lɨɨpo            mʉ     ɨ-lɨ-tata           líila.
	again        AUG-10-lion 10-ADD  10.PST-be(16) 18.in   AUG-5-bush  5.DEM
	‘Moreover, lions were in that bush as well.’ (Malila, Eaton 2012)
	In this paper, I will discuss the distribution of these forms, and their interaction with the additive use of the conjunctive/comitative marker. I will also discuss the use of additive particles to mark topics and to express scalar ‘contrary to expect...
	Abstract ID: 699

	Particles in Bantu: Introduction
	Grammatical particles are among the less-well described areas of the grammar of Bantu languages. However, the available descriptive, theoretical and comparative literature shows that Bantu languages typically have a rich inventory of grammatical parti...
	Examples of particles in Bantu include negative particles (e.g. Devos and van der Auwera 2013, Güldemann 1997), question particles (e.g. Thwala 2006), and focus-related particles such as exclusive, scalar and additive focus particles (e.g. Schneider-Z...
	The present paper develops an initial approach to describing and analysing particles in Bantu, and proposes a set of questions against which research in particles in Bantu can be developed:
	• Morphology: Are particles monomorphemic or complex? Do they show agreement?
	• Syntax: Are particles associated with a specific syntactic position – e.g. clause-initially or clause-finally, immediately after or before a specific constituent, etc.?
	• Function: Which are the functional domains in which particles are found? Are there functional domains in addition to the better described ones such as negation, interrogatives and focus?
	• Comparative-typological considerations: What are the different particle inventories of various Bantu languages? Are there implicational relations between different systems (e.g. presence of particle X implies presence of particle Y)? How do particle...
	• Comparative-historical considerations: Can specific particles, or particle sub-systems be reconstructed for Proto-Bantu? Can specific particles, or particle sub-systems be shown to result from language contact? Are there specific grammaticalisation ...
	The paper provides examples to illustrate these points, and charts a broad overview of the distribution of different particles in Bantu, based on a comparative database of morphosyntactic variation in Bantu including some 40 Bantu languages. The aim o...
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	Typological variation of negative particles in Chaga
	This paper deals with negation marking particles in Chaga languages (Bantu E60) spoken in the slope areas of Mount Kilimanjaro in Tanzania, which are classified into four subgroups, namely West Kilimanjaro (WK), Central Kilimanjaro (CK), Rombo, and Gw...
	In Chaga, negation in main clauses is generally marked by a clause final particle, although the forms themselves vary from language to language, i.e., -fo, -ndi, and -ni in WK, -pfó, and -ní in CK, and -ku and -kwi in Rombo (Nurse ibid: 160). Accord...
	However, there are still unresolved puzzles, one of which is the fact that, as Devos and Auwera (2013) point out, it is not clear whether pfó in CK is from 2sg possessive pronominal form or from the locative (cl.17) pronoun. This problem is crucial b...
	Abstract ID: 807

	The Bemba focus particle fye: Distribution and function
	Although there is considerable descriptive and theoretical literature on Bemba, the particle system of the language has not received dedicated attention. The present paper aims to address this lacuna and to provide a first description of particles in ...
	The focus particle fye ‘just, only’ occurs typically in post-verbal position and modifies the preceding predicate (1a), although it cannot easily modify an object NP (1b). However, if the complement of a verb is verbal itself, fye can appear both afte...
	a. Chisanga   a-shit-ile           fye    in-konde
	Chisanga   SM1-buy-PST  FOC  10-bananas
	‘Chisanga only bought bananas’   (ND3_21082017)
	b. ?Chisanga   a-li-shit-a                   in-konde      fye
	Chisanga     SM1-PST-buy-PER   10-bananas  FOC
	a. A-lee-fwaya        fye     uku-ya
	SM1-PRS-want   FOC   15-go
	‘S/he just wants to go’
	b. A-lee-fwaya       uku-ya    fye
	SM1-PRS-want  15-go  FOC
	‘S/he just wants to go’ (more emphasis on the verb?)
	c. *Fye  a-lee-fwaya         uku-ya
	FOC SM1-PRS-want   15-go
	If an object NP is focussed with fye, clefting of the object is preferred (3):
	(3) Ni      nkonde       fye    esho  a-shit-ile
	COP  10.banana  FOC  REL    SM1-buy-PST
	‘It is only bananas he bought’
	In subject inversion constructions (cf. Marten and van der Wal 2014), fye occurs directly after the predicate and before the logical subject (4), a position strongly associated with focus.
	(4) Ku-lee-isa               fye     ba-kwaaya
	SM17-PRS-come   FOC   2-choir
	‘Only the choir is coming’
	When used in subordinate contexts with situational TAM marking, the use of fye gives rise to a completive reading (‘once’):
	(5) Ba-shi-fik-a                   fye,   tw-amba          no-ku-lya
	SM2-SITU-arrive-FV    FOC  SM1PL-start    ADD-15-eat
	‘Once they had arrived, we started eating’  (ND3_21082017)
	Finally, there are also idiomatic expressions such as koma fye ‘just, only’ which combine with fye but cannot be analysed further:
	(6) Koma   fye     na-iwe                u-kwat-e-ko
	Koma   FOC   ADD-Pron2SG    SM2SG-have-FV-LOC
	‘You also just want to also have some/the same’
	The talk will discuss the distribution and function of fye, and contextualise it in the wider comparative Bantu context.


	Raciolinguistics
	Abstract ID: 713
	Languaging race and ethnicity: reconstructing raciolinguistic orders in post-apartheid schools
	The postracial in contemporary conditions is an aspiration but simultaneously a descriptor for a new set of racial arrangements shaped by shifts in the political economy and broader geopolitics.  This presentation analyses the ways in which such racia...
	Drawing on two six-year Linguistic Ethnographies using observations, interviews, and recorded peer interactions, this presentation illuminates encounters across difference among multilingual 10-12 year olds in two primary schools. Findings show how dy...
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	Racial ‘rupture’ and ‘repair’: an analysis of raciolinguistic ideologies in youth multilingual interactions
	Racial ideologies remain a defining feature of multilingual interactions in South Africa. Today, the challenge for sociolinguists working in the country is to develop theorizations of such interaction that contribute to a greater understanding of how ...
	In this presentation, I draw on a longitudinal qualitative research project of youth multilingual interactions to demonstrate how young multilingual speakers manage racial ‘rupture’ and ‘repair’ in two contexts: a Church youth meeting and an after-sch...
	I put forth the argument in this presentation that racial rupture and repair are defined by interaction and are learned as a condition of youth multilingual interactions to establish shared meanings of context, ideas of non-racialism and what needs to...


	Spoken Corpora advances: prosody as the crux of speech segmentation, annotation and multilevel linguistic studies
	Abstract ID: 316
	Automatic prosodic structure from transcribed speech recordings
	An algorithm for automatic detection of sentences prosodic structure from transcribed speech recordings is presented. The method is based on the incremental prosodic model of Martin (2009, 2015, 2017), which describes the prosodic structure as a hiera...
	In French, stressed vowels, outside emphatic stress, are located on the last syllable of the stress group. The duration of the stress group is determined by the minimal (250 ms) and maximal (about 1,250 ms) gap allowed between consecutive stressed syl...
	Stressed syllables vowels carry melodic contours, which are characterized by their glissando value, taking into account the speed of melodic variation. A glissando threshold defines the melodic variation above which a frequency change is perceived, an...
	The algorithm, implemented in the WinPitch software program, proceeds as follows:
	Scan for all words final vowels as contour candidates form the phonetic segmentation layer, which should be available in either TextGrid (Praat), trs (Transcriber) or wp2 (WinPitch) format.
	Rank all vowel candidates inside segments of 1,250 ms from their prominence index, evaluated from various criteria (glissando value, average height, duration, intensity) and retain the largest value.
	Determine the terminal contours from a perception text proposed automatically to the annotator.
	From that point, the whole process is completely automatic, the rising and falling melodic variations being categorized automatically from their glissando values, assuming that the fundamental frequency curve has been reliably detected. If not, a full...
	The prosodic structure of each sentence is built from the sequence of melodic contours, and is indicated in the output with brackets, possibly with the (macro)syntactic structure indicated by parentheses, delivering a convenient way to explore the ali...
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	Ethnolinguistic methodology for the study of Portuguese spoken in Libolo
	Libolo is an Angolan inner region that was first occupied by Bantu Kimbundu people in XIII/XVI centuries. However, some tombs and barns in its south-eastern areas show that an extensive language/cultural contact happened in the region either with the ...
	The Portuguese first arrived in Angola in 1483, but they only started settling in Libolo in 1893. The Portuguese authorities also invited some German settlers who left the former Namibia colony after 1915 to establish themselves in Libolo. Meanwhile, ...
	Following the proposal of spoken corpora and linguistic studies as seen in Mello (2014) and others, we will present part of the methodology for the ethnolinguistic studies for collection and treatment of Portuguese spoken in Libolo. We will analyze a ...
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	Prosodic-discursive alignment in Parkinsonian dysarthria
	Parkinson’s disease (PD) is a progressive degenerative disease associated with the death of dopamine-producing neurons in the basal ganglia. PD is clinically characterized by motor deficits, which may interfere with speech production. The use of L-Dop...
	We analyzed the prosodic-discursive organization of a PD patient based in: i) a dynamic model of speech production; and ii) a model of discourse segmentation based on attention, intention and discourse purposes. The model of speech production assumes ...
	Based on the speech production model, a script is used to automatically detect the stress group (SG) taken to be the interval between two phrase stress. Recent analysis shows that SG are coincident with boundaries of discourse segments (DS).
	In order to verify if Parkinsonian dysarthria disturbs prosodic-discursive organization, speech samples were collected before (OFF) and after (ON) L-Dopa administration, as well as a controlled sample from a non-parkinsonian speaker. Subjects were ask...
	The comparisons between OFF and control, and between ON and control showed significant differences in number of SG per DS, while OFF-ON differences were not significant. The total occurrences of SG in Parkinsonian samples show the consistent alignment...
	The results show that i) the symptoms of PD increase the frequency of pauses inside the DS if compared to control. Moreover, L-Dopa seems not effective for a significant reorganization of prosodic-discursive structure in speech; and ii) in Parkinsonia...
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	Prosodic segmentation as a versatile formal device in Kabyle (Berber)
	Several authors have tried to characterize prosodic units either as mapped from syntactic constituents (e.g. Selkirk 2009) or as constituting a separate hierarchy with their own functional value (e.g. Cresti & Moneglia 2005). Each type of view is supp...
	Instead of analyzing prosodic units in terms of prototypical function or syntactic correspondence, I will argue that prosodic segments, defined formally as segments of speech whose boundaries are marked by a combination of perceptual cues (among them ...
	My demonstration will be based mainly on a one-hour corpus of spontaneous Kabyle speech (11,473 grammatical words, 3,979 prosodic segments). I will focus on nominal direct objects in monologues and conversation, and will show that the way prosodic bou...
	ur=dd  zwiğ-ɣ / BI-363/ alamma t-əkks=dd  /  faṭima tuħṛiʃt / 326 /aɣrum g udəkk an //
	NEG=PROX marry\NEGPFV-SBJ.1SG / breath intake 363ms / until  SBJ.3SG.F-take_away\PFV=PROX /  Faṭima clever  / silent pause 326ms / bread\ABSL.SG.M LOC  shelf\ANN.SG.M //
	I won’t marry / ... / until she grabs / clever Fatima / ... / the bread on the shelf //
	(I won’t marry until Clever Fatima grabs the bread on the shelf)
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	Illocutive prosodic units beyond the utterance: an analysis of multiple and bound comments within the framework of Language into Act Theory
	Language into Act Theory (Cresti 2000; Moneglia & Raso 2014) derives from Speech Act Theory (Austin 1962) and from corpus-driven research (e.g. Cresti & Moneglia 2005; Panunzi & Mittmann 2014). According to this theory, the oral performance is structu...
	Although an utterance may contain multiple TUs, the observation of spontaneous speech data led to the conclusion that there is normally only one TU that is prosodically autonomous: this TU corresponds to the Comment Information Unit (COM), which bears...
	CMMs are cognitively patterned with a single, coherent intentionality, while sequences of COBs are not. Instead, they reflect a process of information adjunction. In this sense, a COB sequence corresponds to a complex linguistic entity aimed to the pr...
	Panunzi & Mittmann (2014) showed that CMM and COB units have different distributional properties (e.g. monologues vs. dialogues; simple vs. complex structures). Moreover, the non-terminal breaks characterizing the CMM patterns are perceptually differe...
	This work aims to analyze the complete set of CMM and COB units in the DB-IPIC Italian Minicorpus (http://www.lablita.it/app/dbipic/; Panunzi & Gregori 2012), which contains 432 CMM structures and 546 COB ones. In order to differentiate their correspo...
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	At the interface of syntax and prosody: the mapping of prosodic and syntactic cues across genres in the LOCAS-F corpus
	How do syntactic and prosodic boundaries combine in spoken language, and does this mapping vary across speaking styles (or genres)? This presentation is based on the Louvain Corpus of Annotated Speech – French (LOCAS-F) composed of 48 speech samples a...
	Although the LOCAS-F corpus is not very large (41,322 tokens), the careful multi-level annotation allows many original observations regarding the prosody-syntax interface. The first concerns the so-called “Basic Discourse Units” or BDUs (Degand & Simo...
	These findings call for further analysis in light of recent perception studies. Using a sample of the same corpus, we discovered that naïve listeners, when asked to identify prosodic boundaries in on-line experimental settings, rely on syntactic and a...
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	An automatic tool for detecting prosodic boundaries in spontaneous speech flow
	This paper presents a first model of an automatic prosodic boundary detector for spontaneous speech based on acoustic parameters. The tool uses acoustic parameters associated with human perception as a reference criterion for automatic detection of fi...
	Initial results show that RF method detects 28% of the terminal prosodic boundaries and 19% of the non-terminal prosodic boundaries perceived by human annotators. LDA detects 57% of the terminal prosodic boundaries and 38% of the non-terminal prosodic...
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	The C-ORAL-BRASIL project: varied resources for the study of spoken Brazilian Portuguese
	In this talk, we will present several resources for the study of spoken Brazilian Portuguese (BP), developed within the C-ORAL-BRASIL project (Raso & Mello, 2012), namely the four sections of the C-ORAL-BRASIL corpus itself, the informationally annota...
	C-ORAL-BRASIL stemmed from the European C-ORAL-ROM project (Cresti & Moneglia, 2005), which has compiled spoken corpora for Italian, French, Spanish, and European Portuguese. The C-ORAL corpora bring adept tools for the analysis of spoken language, fo...
	The C-ORAL-BRASIL corpus is representative of the Minas Gerais state diatopy of spoken Brazilian Portuguese, although other regional Brazilian varieties are occasionally found as well. The Informal section was compiled aiming at achieving the greatest...
	The Formal section comprises interactions in different contexts, such as political debate, professional explanation, teaching, preaching, among others. Diversified telephonic interactions form the Telephonic section, while the Media section documents ...
	An informationally annotated minicorpus has been extracted from the C-ORAL-BRASIL corpus, allowing for qualitative studies focused on information structure. The BP minicorpus is a representative sample of the C-ORAL-BRASIL Informal section, and is als...
	All the resources mentioned above will be available through the DB-CoM online query platform, which affords complex, multi-level (lexical, morphosyntactic, informational, sociolinguistic, among others) corpus queries, not only for individual corpora o...
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	Prosodic and syntactic aspects of the Topic information unit: a corpus-based, cross-linguistic study
	This study examines the Topic information unit (TOP) both at the prosodic and syntactic levels. Following the Language into Act Theory (L-AcT; Cresti 2000; Moneglia & Raso 2014), we define TOP as the unit that (i) supplies the field of application for...
	The TOP has been the subject of various studies in different languages, namely Italian (Signorini 2005), European Portuguese (Rocha 2012), Brazilian Portuguese (Mittmann 2012), and American English (Cavalcante 2015). These studies were carried on data...
	The C-ORAL family projects maintain spontaneous speech samples, called minicorpora, annotated at the prosodic and informational levels (Cresti & Raso 2012; Cavalcante & Ramos 2015). The informational annotation of these minicorpora (for Italian, Brazi...
	At the prosodic level, we aim to verify whether the three prosodic forms identified in previous studies properly apply to all TOPs found. At the syntactic level, we are particularly interested in structures like “John, he won’t come today”, in which a...
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	Prosodic parsing and competence based functional correlations. The case of Japanese
	According to L-AcT (Moneglia&Raso 2014), prosodic units are characterized by boundaries (terminal or non-terminal), which are easily identified by mother-tongue speakers on a perceptual basis. A good interrater agreement has been registered for Romanc...
	At prosodic boundaries, some general positive correlations may be observed (pauses, pitch reset, lowering of intensity, lengthening of the last syllable), however their automatic identification do not always match with prosodic units with linguistic r...
	The paper deals with the treatment in the L-AcT framework of samples taken from the NUCC corpus (Fujimura & Osho 2012). The dataset has been transcribed, transliterated in rōmaji and aligned word by word to English by mother tongue annotators. They pr...
	The paper will discuss cases about the identification of terminal and non-terminal boundaries, that present a mismatch between instrumental data and the Japanese parsing. Regarding terminal breaks, disagreement can be foreseen when: a) boundaries reco...
	Topics, Parenthesis, and Dialogic units, marked by non-terminal breaks, can be clearly perceived. However, function words with no correlation with any boundary phenomena, have sometimes been assigned to distinct prosodic units by Japanese annotators. ...
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	Configurationality and the state distinction in Berber
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	Measuring and explaining the trade-off between case-marking and word order: A quantitative account
	One of the defining features of non-configurationality is word order freedom (Hale 1983). In a typological context, ‘word order’ is often defined with reference to the ordering of Subject, Verb and Object. It has been suggested that there is a trade-o...
	This paper harnesses typological data from the World Atlas of Language Structures (Dryer & Haspelmath 2013), and a corpus-based analysis of word orders across ca. 1,000 languages to quantitatively test two hypotheses relating to the emergence of confi...
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	Prosodic phrasing and the emergence of phrase structure
	Much current work on the syntax-prosody interface is based on the rather simplistic assumption that higher-level prosodic boundaries, such as intonation unit boundaries, are derivative of syntactic boundaries (i.e. syntactic phrase boundaries serve as...
	This talk questions this practice and asks whether it makes sense to include prosody in the definition of syntactic units. It is based on the hypothesis that prosodic and syntactic phrasing provide essentially independent ways of chunking linguistic i...
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	Configurationality and case in Russian
	The aim of our study is to investigate the correlation between (non-)configurationality and the case system. It is generally assumed that caseless languages tend to be configurational, whereas non-configurational languages generally have a rich case s...
	Our talk will focus on Russian, which has a rich case system and displays several other “symptoms” of non-configurationality, such as free word order, discontinuous expressions, frequent pronoun drop, lack of expletives and no obligatory NP movement. ...
	Nevertheless, in line with Bailyn (1995), we will argue that Russian is a configurational SVO language, its configurationality being marked through case. We will show: (i) that even the assignment of so-called semantic cases in Russian (dative, instru...
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	Constituency beyond discontinuity. Reassessing some alleged cases of non-configurationality
	Some of the accounts (cf. Evans & Levinson 2009) that deny the presence of constituents in “free word order languages” implicitly assume a pre-theoretical notion according to which a constituent is a natural unit formed by contiguous words.
	In this paper, I will propose a more explicit definition of constituenthood, based on a series of ellipsis tests, including VP ellipsis, stripping, sluicing and gapping (the latter being a diagnostics that prima facie questions the presence of VP cons...
	Crucially, I will show that these tests allow discontinuous constituents, namely constituents that are formed by non- contiguous words, as a consequence of the occurrence of syntactic movement. After showing that discontinuous constituents are indeed ...
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	Between grammatical roles and salience roles
	As the workshop organisers note, it often seems as if non-/discourse-configurational languages are built on a fundamentally different basis than ‘configurational’ languages. In this talk I argue that they are part of the same Universal Grammar, and th...
	Using Bantu languages as a testbed, I show that the four areas of word order – flagging (morphological marking on the noun), indexing (subject and object marking), and syntactic operations (passive, applicative, etc.) – in Bantu all point to informati...
	Nevertheless, no language seems to be fully configurational or fully discourse-configurational, as different areas of the grammar can be determined by different roles. For example, in Matengo, subject marking is always determined by the logical subjec...
	This suggests a continuum of languages change. The change can take place in each area of morphosyntactic expression (word order, flagging, indexing, operations), which all influence each other as well. If these are counted as ‘symptoms of configuratio...
	In discussing this new hypothesis, the Bantu basis that motivates it, and the consequences for configurationality, this paper contributes to our understanding of synchronic and diachronic variation in configurationality.
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	From metaphorical usage to configurational grammar
	A central aspect which distinguishes non-configurational and configurational grammars is that the latter possess function words which take obligatory dependents in specific syntagmatic slots (Himmelmann 1997). Such syntactic constraints on overt expre...
	Indo-Aryan develops from non-configurationality in Old Indo-Aryan to configurationality in New Indo-Aryan through the development of postpositional phrases. The modern postpositions grammaticalized from various parts of speech including spatial nouns....
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